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A s s m m
This report presents. a study of the solar eyole variation of 
the proton poimXatloa of the timer radiation belt* The analysis 
Includes proton energies fro© 10.'to TOO *fev. An appropriate field 
linOi 1 » 1 *23» and various* values of field strength, B, are in­
vestigated. A partiole conservation equation containing' sources 
and losses of inner belt protons Is established using an. averaged 
atmosphere -and numerically integrated over a number of solar cycles* 
The proton, source tera used in the conservation equation Is the 
atmosphere decaying albedo neutrons, while the loss processes 
used are atmospheric ionisation and nuclear interactions* Using
( V.)
Harris end £rfester's '* models, an averaged atmospheric model 
is constructed in - terms of B, I* coordinates which represents the 
number density trapped particles would, on the average, encounter* 
The process includes diurnal, longitudinal,- north-south and ,*bouncew 
averaging, The time dependence of the model is constructed for a 
typical solar cycle using averaged information of the recent past* 
Although the model is time dependent, it is independent of a parti­
cular solar cycle. Both steady-state and transient conditions are 
calculated as a function of 'belt coordinates. Proton flux spectra 
for solar maximum and solar minimum are calculated* Transient 
spectra are presented showing the dynamical behavior of trapped 
protons when influenced'by the fluctuating atmosphere. Comparisons
are made with the transient end ateedy~state proton population
calculations # -JSkm results indicate that the proton population 
i© changed by an order-of magnitude from solar m&jcima© to 'mime 
mtnimm for low energy protons, 1 < 100 Meir* Higher energy protons,
1 > 500 Mev ore not appreciably effected, Mean proton lifetimes 
axe calculated as a function of energy and B at solar mtnlmm and 
solar ■?.
v
s m m  q w j m  m m crs m  i m m  m m o m
IHTROFOCTXOJt
Th& discovery of the earth.! b radiation belt by the Explorer X 
flight of fey*. 1956 Mien, lu&wig, Hay, Mcllwain) fee initiated 
much internet in trapped particle phenomena. In the following, five 
years, data has been collected .and analysed, yielding a great -deal 
of piecemeal information describing the radiation bolts* fhe com­
plexity of the problem, along with, the unusual, but necessary, 
equipment, that is, satellites, has hidden the complete explanation 
of trapped particles * ffee inner &one of the radiation belt, defined 
as altitudes less than approximately one earth radii, has been more 
thoroughly investigated, fhis is probably due to its proximity and 
the state-of-the-art of booster and. tracking abilities at the time 
of the belt discovery.' Contributions of researchers dealing with the
exploration of the inner belt are reviewed as background for the more
i Pirecent- publication by Pixxella  ^ which initiated this investigation. 
Before Van Allen %  discovery, research was -processing along
another patbj that of explaining the polar aurora caused by charged
■ k*
particles* In 1903, Stonser studied the motion of a charged particle 
in a dipole field in an .attempt to explain auroral phenomena.
A dipole field was used since this model represents the earth’s field, 
to a first approximation., He found that charged particles coming 
from infinity could not be trapped 'by a dipole field like the earth.
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The .particles would'either strike the earth,., or be deflected by 
the magnetic field end return to infinity* Conseqfently, workers 
in the field were led to the conclusion that the infer regions were 
empty of extra.-terrestrial particles'. Sterner*-s work on the study 
of motion of charged particles in the vicinity of a dipole field 
proved a valuable stepping-stone in light of the belt discoveries 
55 years later.
An important advance, as far as -earth trapped particles are 
concerned, came 50 years later* 1» 19-50 Trelman*s calculations of 
cosmic ray secondaries, or walb@&ott particles, to explain rocket, 
measurements indicated that low energy particles could exist in 
the earth’s magnetie field, The idea of the albedo particle 
hypothesis came to be one of the more accepted sources in recent 
years for high energy protons in' the inner belt. The current albedo 
hypothesis is as follows: extra.-ter res trial particles strike the 
atmosphere producing -neutrons and other particles* The neutrons, 
not being affected by the earth’s magnetic field, scatter in all 
directions* After a short time Ci.e. 10s seconds) the neutrons 
decay into protons, The resulting protons are affected by the 
earth *8 magnetic field such that some are ‘’trapped1*, that is, confined 
.to a region above the earth’s surface. If the altitude at which the 
trapping occurs is low, the protons, will be readily loot by collisions 
with the atmosphere and will not significantly contribute to the belt 
population. When, however, the trapping occurs above the dense lower 
atmosphere, the protons will stay longer and thus contribute signifi­
cantly to the belt population. This breakthrough stimulated new
interest in explaining the aurora fey trapped charged particles*
Sister (l$53) postulated the existence of trapped particles to 
produce m  earth feouad ring current, Singer used the perturbation 
theory of trapped chained peariicies foac&nl&ted fey Alftnm C 31930) * 
which predicts, that charged particles will drift in longitude and 
iherefey produce an effective longitudinal. current. Ttm interaction 
of the ring current an& the magnetic* field w o  investigated analytic 
eally,. .An unsuccessful attempt was- made in Hoveaber, 193? 'to 
©instantiate Singer fe work* A half year later* two H. S* satellites, 
19380 and I936ys (Explorers X and 111) carrying Seiger 'counters 
snowed anomalous counting rates at an altitii&o ©£-approximately 
one earth radii« ¥an Allen*© correct interpretation of the Geiger 
counter readings as. due to high, flux encounters of 'trapped particles 
opened new paths in the exploration and description of the trapped 
particle phenosma*
A description of m e  feolt usually -involve the following six 
quantitiesi
Cl) J. -* the- oanidlreeticmal flux of the type particle, i 
* having energy E (where 1 *• proton, electron, etc*)
Cg) (r* ** 0) «* the e,mMi.n$ktm ©£ the point'under consideration*.
(3) B ~ the feinetic energy of the 1 particle*
(k) t - time
By utilising the geomagnetic coordihate®, I* and B* the- spatial
dependence can fee greatly simplified* Tim use of this coordinate 
system is essentially duo to the fact that trapped particles posses
a longitudinal adiabatic constant of motion, 1, which can be
utilised in mapping, The fact that panicles are "trapped, " that
isj the magnetic moment of a' Changed particle is a constant of
the motion C see Appendix B for discussion) produces a "mirroringn
motion whereby a particle spirals about a field line between a
magnetic field %  in the northern hemisphere and the same value %
in the southern hemisphere* hue to inhomogenelties in the field,
the whole configuration drifts* The drift is such that
-hi
I =
H
1 —  —  cLS,
B.
is a constant. I is called the longitudinal integral invariant and 
M and II'* are the northern and southern mirror points and. %  is the 
value of the field at M* The locus of B and I produces rings in 
the northern and southern- hemisphere where the southern rings 
are called the conjugate rings* The locil of lines of force 
connecting the rings are defined as- a magnetic shell* Thus, rather 
than describing measurements of flux at points in space-by r, >, and 
8, the spatial distribution of trapped particles is defined by
There are actually three adiabatic constants of motion of trapped 
particles. These are the magnetic moment, the longitudinal invariant 
and the flux invariant. These constants are usually called adiabatic 
since their constancy depends upon how rapidly the magnetic field 
changes.
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X&feeliog the magaetic shells by Bo, and 1 sine© tk® particle flws 
is asgroxisatsiy constoBt oa this sstwslf ICA  JfcJBWain (m) in 196.1
introduced a parameter, %s whore & * £ (t9 B) to XaMX the magnetic 
©hello* fke parameter %. is iiore aaaciisp%ti&lXy convenient aimee for 
a dipole field, it is equal to the -equatorial. distance from the 
coaler of ike eartli to the Ha# of for##,, .it pmmn%, the use of 
the %etwrai** ooo^ dla-ete-s B and 'L is an accepted system by researchers 
involved in the asperities. of' the trapped pcrtlelea.
Soon after Van Allen*© discovery, satellites, fitted with counters 
wore sent, to obtain data m, the trapped .particles* Tm satellite© 
were sent i« the .middle of 1958 to explore the spatial distributions 
of the new phenotaena*. ©say were Bs^lorer If. (Van Allen, MeHmin, 
liod^ ig, I959} end SjarfcaiE 111 (VersoY and ChudskoY, i960)* She 
data, fta® beta satellites indicated two distinct regions of Jiigb 
particle. £1 vm with ®. low particle tlvx si i a 2 §d% Pioneer 1X1,
0 ©pace probe carrying gaiger ecmnters mad Xetaushed la Beeeaber,
1938, .indicated the same result* $he two regions were called the 
inner and enter .radiation nones, mile the in-between region with 
the low- cmmttng rate' wa© called the %X©t.ww Ac subsequent satellite© 
were sent with tsoro diserljftlnatin^  particle counters, the idea, of 
-two distinct rogioiia became less believable* Ihcploxw 3CXX (O’Brien, 
Laogklin, if6'2) data indicated that the whole region i© occupied 
with low mmrgif electron© (M > %0 Sow) and protons (B > 100 XCev) 
with appoEimotely the ©mas intensities* -It, is now believed -that 
Ike earlier satellites which were equipped with non-dlscrlssiaatiag 
counters* probably encomtered the high energy protons at & *? 2 e«r*j
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and the high energy electrons at h > 2 e*r,, thus producing the 
two distinct regions, The names, Inner and Outer region, 'haw 
been kept by researchers for historical reasons and also to indicate 
two possible origins,,
A current description of the radiation belt is given by Figure 
1-1. (This has been reproduced with the permission of Hess^2^ )* 
the figure describes the radiation belt by separating the omnidirec­
tional flux of protons and electrons into energy categories, The 
omnidirectional 'flux for the different energy categories are plotted 
in R, % space where R is the geocentric distance and % is the magnetic 
latitude, That is, the magnetic coordinates B and 1 are transformed 
to R and % through the dipole field equations (these are' stated in 
Appendix A). It can be m m  from the two lower figures of high energy 
protons and electron© why the early experimenters, who used non* 
discriminating counters, .'might have distinguished the belt Into two 
regions, An excellent review of the discoveries leading to the 
current spatial description of the radiation belt is given in 
References 26, 27 and 26, The proton© which are investigated in 
this study are the higher energy protons, statically described by 
the lower right-hand figure. The portion of space considered in' this 
study, as can be seen from this fig.ure, is confined roughly to mag­
netic latitudes of p0° and geocentric distance© of 1,2 to 2,01 
earth radii* The protons are probably the best established component 
of the radiation belt, mainly due to data taken by Freden and White from 
nuclear emulsion stacks flown in April, 1959 and October, i960.
Soon after data became available* trapped particle researchers 
began bo- verify their theories of mechanisms dfaeriMag the radiation 
be it* A modal evo ivei containing two processes\ a source and a loss 
process of trapped protons * ©to source of the inner belt protons was 
found to be reflected atmospherie decaying neutrons coming from 
galactic cosmic ray collisions* while the loss of protons, was found 
'to be' due to near atmospheric collisions, I n v e s t i g a t o r s 17*IB) 
have established these mechanisms- imm data. A brief review of their 
contributions will be made in order to establish the model used in 
this study* Utilisation of their contributions will be made throughout* 
whenever possible.,.
papers by Lenchete -and Singer^5 freden and 
Hessb) have shown good ccaapar-tons with the data using reflected 
atmospheric neutrons due to galactic cosmic .rays as a source, for inner 
'belt protege, Xhe data in the comparisons'were taten from the nuclear 
emulsion stach flown on April* 1959 and October* i960. (Freden -and
ilhi'te). She energy spectrum of the source used -to. evaluate the data 
was found to be a function of B1*3, ihere is .some small difference 
as to the .power of E according to Singer'^, ©ids difference is 
0,.2 and* for the most part* would not appreciably affect the result©. 
Furthermore * it is pointed out by Singer that this is within the 
observational accuracy of the data* In accordance* the source 
spectrum of protons in this paper will be f£E*a),
Bemoval processes for proton© trapped in the belt have been, 
investigated by various Lenehefe and Singer1©
a
paper enumerates the current theories for proton tosses., 'they are,
elastic or Coulomb scattering, inelastic scattering, nuclear inter*
actions, and losses due to non-adiabatic effects, the inelastic
scattering, referred to as the ionization loss mechanism by others,
is a significant contributing factor to proton losses throughout
most of the energies considered in the paper, becoming dominant at
lower energies E < 500 Mev* this loss mechanism, is used in describing
the proton population* lias tic scattering, although of major importance
to light trapped particles like electrons, is considered to be negligi-
(17)ble for the heavy particles, like protons 1J, Consequently, elastic 
scattering is not considered* The nuclear Interaction losses, that is, 
proton losses due to catastrophic destruction by running into atmos­
pheric constituents, thereby causing a nuclear reaction, have been
(7) t17)used by Freden and White 1 and Lenchek and Singer in their analysis
of proton fluxes for high energy protons (B > 300 Mev) * They indicate
that the inclusion of this loss process becomes necessary at higher
energies^^^. Since this energy range is of interest, this mechanism
is used along with elastic scattering* The last loss mechanism, non*
(17 )adiabatic effects, is discussed by lenchek and Singer 1 . The criteria 
of this condition is,
'That is, the magnetic field doesn^t change appreciably as Hie particle 
spirals about a field line with a radius equal to a. To obtain a
9
rough Idea of the sits# Of this condition, consider a ?O0 Mev proton 
near the equator spirallhg around the t » 1*25 line* 3he ratio of 
M/*M for a dipole field approximation is
B  ]£ 8
V B  \ i  *  5 X 1 0  c m
$h$ radius of gyration, which near the equator la the longest, of 
a too Mev proton mirroring at large latitudes las
m va = —  A 1 = I-1(>6Z*)Z5(\0'°)
9. \ E><=Bw, i.t t \
l _ 
(15X 26)>e 1.6* ( to’20)
m m % & I #  am
Or, a is smaller then B/?B* da 'the velocity decreases the radius 
of gyration decreet#© and the adiabatic condition it^less apt to 
breafe tom. fhus, the loss of protom  due to the bresMown of m e  
adiabatic condition will not he considered*
fe summarise, of the four removal theories mentioned, only 
inelastic scattering and nuclear Interactions are used, in this 
paper* *Pm .remaining two are omitted for the following reasons 
respectively; 1) the trapped charged particle© investtgated are 
protonsj 2) m e  energies of the protons are > io tfevi 5) the- lines- 
of force are confined to m e  Inner region Of the radiation holt* 
Or, referring to figure 1*1, the protior of the halt investigated 
as a function of time is described by the lower right hand figure
which can 'be adequately calculated by using a cosmic ray albedo
I
source 'and the ■aforementiontd loss processes* I
Previous observations have not indicated large variations 
in the proton population of the Inner part of the radiation belt*{
Outer belt it* >2} m&9W?ements, on the other hand, have shown
( 2").
large variations m d  are currently being studied* Hzzella ' 
indicated in his paper that Xdahida, ludwig and Van Alien (i960) 
have shorn from Explorer 1 data that the change. in the proton 
.population ia less than a .factor of Z for a two jaoabh periods
Data from Explorer IV (McXXwain, 1961) indicated the ease results
■■ (o )
for a three month period* However, Fidelia*s’ collected data
■from the Explorer 'VII satellite for a period of fourteen months
definitely indicates a trend in a sizeable change of the inner
belt -population.. l*he plots of counting, rate versus-time (for
t* -- 1..25 to 1,5) presented by Pizzells/ ^  * b) shonn a steady
increase is counting rate with some superimposed- variations,
Although the net change is about b or 3 it t* 1,5) 'to 2 or 3
(1 « 1,25) for the .fourteen month period, there is a steady in-*
crease in the belt population, ibis leads to curious questions:
why the steady increase and what- will be its net. change? Jm
attempt is made In this paper to answer these, questions by invest!«
gating the effect# that ■ the expanding and collapsing atmosphere
in conjunction with a time varying source have on the trapped protons
in the inner belt* 3&e solar cycle dependence of the intensity of
i20-19)galactic cosmic rays has been, investigated by McDonald and Webber " '''
C19)A current estimate of the relative change of neutron solar source 
•strength from solar isaxissaa to solar minimum is 25%  where solar 
msaclman is smaller due to the exclusion of some galactic particles
11
%  ifee £hmfe u. setivity* In ad&Lti£& to- the iihmge iii
source strength is the periodic eheage. Of the etflKMghex* density
f«>
fey e^ pS'eGdtetti&y an order of B^gaitwSo due to es&spherlc heating ^ * 
ft teas oat iteh these two effects m m  reso&aat* Shit is,_ at solas?
the si»sifesm is' leas 8 m m  m& eellisiohs 1im loss oa the
thereby allo^ioa the protoas to live laager* At the smn® 
tine, -the some- strength is a n&dMn, or xmm p^otoas on the 
average mm bait® suj2j&ie& into tbs belt dee to the ieereesest activity 
of tbs s®, $hu&, the ret effect is ;tfeat w m  preto&s mm available 
at solar nl&l&ugo a© eoiapsrod to solar ms&mm. where tbs opposite 
effect .tehee plaoe, ft is believed that these two faeto^ should 
pr&8am a aotieoafela -effect over a period of tine oops! to a tolar 
cycle (eppreaxis^ tely 11 years)*- ft is also believed that so» of 
■the ■ ataedy eheage .iii otmtiitg rate observed from cats tehee over 
& short period of tltae -fas oois#eret to the duratio»- of s. typical 
rol^ .r cycle) eelXee & w fey BU^sllh eould fee- due to this off eat* A 
otady bee feooa eo©piete$ \f *ich imwstigatea #*ese effects or the 
profoa popttiatioB aeiag- earr^&b simiXefele iafoxmtioi'u fha seethod 
fey nMefe the proolom i,& ebtae&ad, ©ad the remilta of the study are V.. 
profeeatet i» the follcmlijg ©aotieos.*
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AHALmS MB QAL^JlMimS 
Th& Average Ataaospherie Models
fha study of the proton populatton depends primarily on the
atmosphere sine© losses of protons ere due to the atmosphere , *J5ae
atmosphere is a function of many variables , like latitude , time of
day^ , height, etc, *Bo develop the atmosphere in a detailed manner
considering all the. variables would be difficult, abwever, it is
possible to construct ais average model which, over loag sasipling periods,
would'-give- a reasonable representation of the earth’s atmosphere, fhis
Is by no means anything, new* However, an attempt will be made in this
section to develop a solar cycle time dependent atmosphere in terms of
'whet a trapped particle would %eew ’while moving about the Barth’s
magnetic field, (See Appendix B for discussion of trapped particle Motion
Sfbe averaged models will be transforeted into B, '1 space since this choice
of coordinates has been adapted by moat trapped particle experimenters*
® “» ** 1 'trarisforajotion. used is that developed by >.tallifaiaf lo} using
/ 11 3
the b8 spherical lrnrmonlc coefficients of Jenson and Cain ' . This 
transformation has been prograsssed for a 7090 IBM digital computer,
The input to the pregram is the .geocentric spherical coordinate a f h , 3.,
$), where a is altitude in tan, % is geocentric latitude in degrees ? 
and 0 is geocentric longitude in.degrees, Basically the program
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numerically integrates the longitudinal invariant X using a series 
expansion 'for the magnetic field*, then using a dipole .representation 
of the earth* the progress calculates & which is a function of X and B, 
this program is currently being used at the Goddard Space Flight Center
(ip\
Theoretical Division. *
the basic models used in this study are the ones generated by 
Harris and Briester which give the hourly number density for five 
atmospheric constituents* Ns* Os, H , H* 0. There are five models 
generated. Bach model refers to a given solar radiation flux in units 
of fcf** uatts/in^/eycle/sec. The link between solar flux, B and tim  
is given by Figure 1. (Shis has been reproduced with the permission 
of Harris and Prieater^}* The dotted line superimposed on Hie curve 
represents Hie average yearly variation of S with time* notice that 
the cycle is unBymmatrieal. Ibis unsyametrical nature of the time 
variation will appear later' in the proton population calculation*
As seen from the curve* the B variation begins at 19 7^« Since the 
results are applied to recent data and since an estimate of the flux for 
the coming solar minimum is of interest, an approximate extrapolation 
has been made. The extrapolation beyond 1961 is an average between: the 
extrapolation of Figure 1 -and corresponding values less than January, 
195,4, The constructed mean solar cycle with epoch at January, 19!?4* is 
given fey Figure 2. •" As can fee seen, the unsymmetriesl nature !#■ retained* 
It must fee noted here that this curve represents m  estimate for the 
next four years using information from the current solar cycle and 
.assuming the cycle will last 11, years*
Q&& first step in arriving at the average models fa to calculate 
the diurnal average number density of each of the five models pro-
L - I
fa computed where the five atmospheric elements .are j. -«* H , G, Gs*V-
%, H and where i refers to the hourly mine of the density, *Bie
altitude in Stoles 1 through 5* She diurnal average ia taken because 
protons drifting in longitude around the earth have periods of revolu-
hours the daily proton population variation will tend to be averaged 
out* or at least be a second order effect compared to the solar cycle 
expansion of the atmosphere* which ia 11 years * This does not mean 
that the longitudinal, drift of trapped protons is. Ming neglected*
‘but. that the Short tens time effects will not be considered,
She second step-in eonstTMting the solar cycle average atmos­
phere is to consider the longitudinal 'drift of protons -along: a. B, X* 
contour, Contours of northern and southern field X nos mm- generated 
using the B, 1> digital edae*10'13-*18? previoasly wtstionea. Figuree 3 
and h show the B contours for' L 4* 1*95 as a function of altitude and 
longitude, figure h represents the southern conjugate field lines- of 
Figure 3, Both figures show the ihhomogeaeity of the earth*s field in 
the northern and southern hemisphere* As is seen by comparison of 
these two figures, the southern hemisphere minimum altitude is lower by
seated by Harris and friester
values of n  ^are presented in tabular form as a function of 3 and
approximately 600 or TOO Ism than the northern lines near longitude
This is what is • commonly referred to- as the South Atlantic
anomaly. The maximum altitude for' a given B, 1> contour occurs in
the northern hemisphere. For this particular L line the maximum
altitude is not appreciably greater in the northern hemisphere than
in the southern hemisphere* The calculation of the longitudinal
average density n? is done by the sum
_3e
^  J  _  i _  \  n J  ( ^  a t o m s / c m 3
K. ^5 Z  , <*
0 L = I
where k refers to northern or .southern hemisphere and where n^
is the diurnal average number density of the jth constituent at 
longitude which corresponds to ea altitude from figures 3 and k.
The factor 35 is used because equal increments, of 10° ia longitude 
were used to evaluate nr. The longitudinal average was performed 
for both southern end northern hemispheres for each of the five 3 
models and for each of the five constituents. Both hemispheres were 
then averaged together to give a composite longitudinal average rf^
of the Jth atmosphere constituent, As might be suspected, the com-
!
posite longitude model is strongly influenced by the southern anomaly 
which dips low in altitude. Extrapolation was necessary since the 
atmospheric tables (Tables 1 through 5} used in calculating the long­
itudinal average include altitudes of 120 < h < 2000 Ism. The range 
of extrapolation can be men from figures 5 and 6. These figures ere 
constant minimum altitiides in the southern hemisphere and constant 
maximum altitudes in the northern hemisphere cross-plotted into 3, I* 
space. These figures were reproduced with the permission of Hess,
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Blanchard, Staestnopoulos^ From figures 5 and 6 the limit of the 
tables for h » 1.25 lies between B*s of *231 and 1168 where the 
w m i m m  altitude is obtained from the northern M ^ t o r e  and the 
minimum altitude is fro®, the southern hemisphere* Values of density 
above find below thee#- Bfs were- obtained by logarithmic extrapolation* 
The last averaging step is to adjust 3$ due to the protons 
north^south airrorin§. motion* this process.^  in essenea# reduces the 
magnitude of the tables due to the motion of a proton from a mirror 
point at low altitude and, high density moving towards tie equator 
at m high altitude and low density* -A& one might expect* the amount 
by which is reduced depends- upon the are distance away fro® the 
equator* As the arc distance approaches zero, the correction factor 
becomes one, The calculation of the “bounce13 average IP is made by 
evaluating the integr&ij (See Appendix A for derivation and discussion 
of the bounce average)-
a j  C °  A U ^ n m d A .  
n  -  - ^ 2    a t o m s  I cm.
f  ’ a ( X )  a i
where
A U 1  = cos4l
4 - 3  cos1 A
V2.
a C05 A - b\)4 _3 cosaA
a - \) 4 - 3 cos'1 A. 
b = cosb 1 0
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Xq ** fs&rrisr point latitude
m%l) * longitudinal atmospheric nufttatr density of the |tu 
constituent as a function of latitude. X*
She lateral ia ev&lmted numerically for the fIt# S models 
$s& tta a w  (itraoaphertc <mstl*»eat6, ®ie f3 Is) fables w e  twas- 
Jtaasa into l\) by tie aag&atta dipole ttfaaafoinn
R  ^ H (  I -*-3 s i n t O  
” re* 1? co.s>fe/L
Vz
3te A ■(*) la iirtareteted lute tb# due to ttie feet that,
protons are spireliog about #10 .field Hne>. rattier than bouncing 
bjseli #ud forth along the field line* m*e splraWnif moticsu la such 
that ffotens stay linger new the mirror point then a t the e%mter*
lUis effect is talon late mm\mt by neighing the average calculation
iiitt respect to latitude* by th§ Imetoitat of A Ci)*
Upon completion ©C the bounce m mmm$  the atmosphere constituents 
are new eoaetruetM in. tern® of elmt Wm trapped particles ueuM m^ 
mmttear* $$& ftaetie im i 4e$«&dg&e$ is  eolar flw r 8> magnetic iaduetion 
B# and field line I*. ® 1*2$. fiae 5 constituents are pat together to
fore mm $rnmm number of'Og$sen a t» /e is a by
f  =  1.75 + n (°^  +-.2 s n (H^  + z n (0^ + ,\25 n.(H)
for each of the 5 0 $$d&U* 'the atreospbera .is repfesen^d in term® 
of G3t$&m in order to relate the energy does due to mm- atmosphere 
u ith  data iatoa. by Aawm* W^ $mm. and. UMa procedure of
representing the atmosphere in terse of the average oxygen number 
density uiil tecos^ m m  apparent in Section B uhtre the prtlele
IB
conservation equation components are described, Figure ? show© p 
as a function of B for the 5 S models at L » 1,25*
As is seen''from this figure„ the S models meet at about 
B * *25* That is* the model corresponding to solar loaaiisum (S « 250) 
is the saise as the model at solar miuiMm IS * JQ)f This effect 
indicates that near B*s of this value for L ^ 1,25 the solar circle 
effect is negligible.
The models generated are for a particular line of force* X* = 1 .85 
■and the y 3 models, From Figure 2* S versus time* it is a straight 
forward calculation to eliminate S for time by interpolating between 
the curves . Figure 8 shows the resulting time dependence of the 
atmosphere in terms, of the scale factor*
p/i=i?«;BO= cox*$&n atoms /cm*)atmo5
' ' 1 ' (oxygen atoros/cm3)roT.p
wiiere io*-M en a W / c a 3) ^  coaes Sxm tte following relationship of
an Ideal gas;
2d (224(4- cmVRmole - .60249X10 3'tonas/j!^rno|e
or
(oxyqen atoms/cm?') ~ 2.6 9 X 10 
7 J ntp
The ratio B is calculated in order to relate the energy loss of the
{ k)
atmosphere with the measured energy loss data , S&plieitly* trio 
energy loss/unit length at $TF conditions for m  oxygen absorber is 
given in Reference 5. To find the corresponding energy loss/length 
for the atmospheric conditions which is represented in terms of oxygen* 
one multiplies by K.
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Tim net result In constructing the. atmosphere in the preceding
fashion is mainly to eliminate directional, difficulties in .the following, 
discussion of proton spectra sad lifetimes, iUa can be seen from each 
of the averaging processes an attempt has been made to represent, the 
atBjosphere in terms-, of what the trapped particle would encounter while 
moving about the earth or* in other words* rep-lacing the problem by 
an averaged time dependent absorber which varies periodically with, a 
period of 11 years.
the Particle Conservation Ignat ion 
fixe study of the variation in the proton population requires 
knowledge of the conditions which governs how protons are supplied to 
a given region and what processes tale protons out of the same region* 
in other words*, what are the source* and sinks for 'trapped particles?
If they were Inown completely* a particle conservation could be estab­
lished and the proton population would be Inown at any Instant of 
time and position* St is attempted in this' section to describe the 
proton population on an average basis using the decaying, atmospheric 
neutrons as the source of protons and to develop the solar, cycle average 
ionisation and nuclear interaction losses* fhe purpose of this section 
is to construct the particle conservation, equation used In the study*
®he resultant equation will be similar to that used by Freden and 
YJhite^* Lenchek and Singer and Bess^1*^ in their studies of 
neutrons as a source and, the steady-state proton population,.
Wb& continuity equation can be written as
d M  +  v. J  = o
U)
where H* Is the time change In the number of partiales/cm3 at a givenat
point# Ibis is a statement of the conservation of particles which 
does not involve any sources or sinks* that is* particles being
create or destroyed inside the foXum©, Equation Cl}' also stipulates 
that, the particles can be described by specifying the spatial coor­
dinates only, 32mt is, at a given time the particles in the volume
are' not distinguishable. As \$m stated earlier, it is convenient to 
describe the trapped particles at any time by distinguishing tire parti­
cles by their energies since a given particle may change its energy, 
ilo introduce the concept that the particles feeing counted- are described 
by both position and energy, it is necessary to m^ite equation Cl) in 
four dimensional -apace, iiith E m  'the fourth dimension. Xhat is,
Considering- the trapped particles to bev protons and. separating out the 
4th component, equation (2) can be erittea -as,
o 12)
uhere
^  + Vx • 7 + H e
H
O
<5>
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where.,
8 proton mmhex density
protou 'Velocity (£, y, I) (cm/sec)
B v# proton flux density (proioas/enf*~l*ev~seo) 
spatial, gns.d3.eat £ ■&?, )
E a Isiaetlc energy of the protons under investigation (Mev)
1^v
JE »' -8 *g| , eneiipgy component of the flm density
Equation (3) represents the conservation of particles which have energy 
B. $h&t is, the divergence 'tern accounts for particles leaving a volume 
while the extra tern in equation (3) fee counts for the change in the 
proton density due to the changes in proton energy inside the volume.
•$he assumption Is made that
33mt is., the region under .investigation is such that the flux inside is 
a constant with respect to position. ¥b® element of volume considered 
■is a tubular shaped cylinder centered shout a line of *0i*m$ I*9 ex­
tending from a fixed magnetic field Bq in the northern hemisphere to 
the same value in -the southern hemisphere. 9te change in'proton 
..number of protons of enes^y £ would be due to gains or losses of energy 
inside.the volume* With- this In mind, equation (3) becomes
Vx • J  - o
a)
frotons of energy E are being, added to the volume due to decaying 
albedo neutrons and,, similarily, protons at energy B are being lost
by catastrophic collision© with other particles. To account for 
these phenomena* equation (k) is adjusted to#
Rearranging leaves;
where the change of the proton population with respect to tine at a 
given energy M is given m  three terms; a source of protons. S* a loss 
of protons 1^ * and -a change of energy of the protons due to atmospheric 
absorption of energy. In other words* a field line X* is chosen and a 
mirror magnetic induction Rq is fixed. The change in the average numbeJ 
density of protons at time t, of energy E, at R0* t is of interest. 
Protons of energy M gyrating from northern to southern mirror paints 
run into atoms of the atmosphere and are destroyed and no longer avail­
able for counting * this is the term* Protons of energy E are being 
supplied into the field line by decaying albedo neutrons* and conse­
quently are available for counting.; this is the 3 tens. Finally* pro tor: 
of energy E lose &m&- of theif energy by ionising the atmospheric atom© 
and consequently are not counted sine# they -are of different energy*
This effect is included in the last term in Equation (5). Thus, 
equation 15} represents the conservation condition of trapped protons 
which yields the rate of change of the proton number .density with time,
while the integral gives the total number of protons/cm3 - Mev,
or the proton population at any time t*
As stated earlier, to describe the proton population it is 
necessary to include all sources and losses* However* as discussed 
previously^ it is possible to omit seme. This can be done by limiting, 
the region of applicability of the results, With this in mind* the 
two terms S .-and Will be expanded into a convenient form*.
The nuclear interaction loss term used in this study is 
basically that used by freden and White^. Let at 4) be the area of 
the jth atom of the atmosphere such that if a proton hits that, area 
it will be destroyed, is the average number of 4 atoms/cm3 available 
in the volume. If J is the incident flux* then the fraction of flux 
loss in passing through a volume of thickness dl Isi
= HV(j) dl
j
The loss rate of the number of protons/cm3 in terms, of flux is
I = -L
v
From the above equation of the fraction of flux loss by passing 
through the element of volume* the I*g term becomes
j - - '
where n3 is the average number of 3 atoms/cm3 ©f the Jfch constituent of
the atmosphere previously calculated and <?(j) is the interaction cross
L  - — 'J nVlj') a I
M 'V £-t
Or,
5
(6)
section of. the itn constituent and the 5 indicates the number of 
constituents considered.
By defining __
2  n J d(j)
j=' .\
equation (6) can he written, more conveniently.as
L n =
The mine, of <? for oxygen used for thq calculation of F is froit- 
{?)Freden and White 1 f which is ' v
& (.o') = .-56xioZ4 cm1
The interaction cross section of Helium useiis
6 (He) - . 1^ 3 X'O'24 crnz \.
For simplicity of calculation, it is assumed that tlx? fiitrogeh 
interaction cross section is equal to that of Oxygen end the Hydroger
contribution is negligible. Thus, the calculation of y is* 
g (V le )
Z = ^  ^(«e>+ r>(o>+-zn.(0^  + 2 n1^
8 7
<$ 16) atoms /cm
The pulsation of the atmosphere causes life V to be a function of
time in the solar cycle as well as position. Figure 9 shows log f 
as a function of time for various values of B at -1# « 1.25» It can be 
aeon, that as B increases* the variation fratl.salar mmimm  to solar 
ailnimum decreases. Or, m  might be suspected* '"the ^breathing ** atmos­
phere is not as pronounced at large Bfs which corresponds to low 
altitudes.
43'©IjyP'GiEr C?3T jr EM^' Wo&l§fc & ^^Uh&JUJU9 r^-Ji -%i#4£MIiSjS? 1* S£ C?
albedo neutron decays« fhe n m t m m  are produced from cosmic ray
protons colliding with, oxygen and nitrogen, $3ae produced neutron
seat ter in ail* directions and subsequently decayed into protons • 3Gfee
neutrons ^ Mct escape tvm the atmosphere and sutfseaueiit% decay td,ll
be injected into the belt, Ihe tom ©£ the proton source, $ to be
Cl)used in this study is essentially the same as fast used by .Bess'" 7 
uith some minor modifications« Specifically, these are the .addition
of the solar' cycle time dependence, and the transformation into B,I*
space* Bus to the nearly equal senses of protons -and neutreus the
energy of the proton resulting from neutron decay is w?y near 'the
energy Of the- parent: neutron, it is possible to assume that the
proton's energy,- and direction, of motion is that .of the parent neutron
or that the source of' protons .is equal to the. decay density of
neutrons* lhat is,
5(e) dn(E) neutcons/cm3-sec-Mev
vhere ciV"
dn{ B) is the number of decaying neutrons/sec. at energy £
C neutrons/see/l&gv)
df is the element of; volume {e#)
If a is the number of undecayed neutrons present In. an element of
volume dV and the average life of the- .neutrons before^  decaying into
protons is v seconds, then the number of decaying neutrons per unit
letting N be the number of neutron©/cm3 in the element of volume
<dn - ti±v 
T
Or, the aws*beSr of decaying neutrons/sec/elezaent of volume is
dn _ NJ 
d-V T
Defining JR as the neutron £hs results to to® source of Bretons
as
n' A in 7N
The neutron flm leahing out of the atmosphere has been calculated 
from EBasuremeats of the neutron energy spectrum inside the atmosphere. 
The resultant tlm of these neutrons* in the energy range considered 
la this study? was found to be
T = 8E"1 ^(r'l neat rom/cm^-sec-Me^
N V
where fir) is a non-dimensional spatial dependence of the neutron flux* 
i X)Follcwiag Hess , the decay density of neutrons ie given approximately
by
c rdn = f  I r \x
Trr ir)
_r_
•V XT
where r is the equatorial radius of the earth (r * 6378#23aos cm.,)© ©
and i^ tere: Y has been added to account for the. dilated neutronmean life.. 
The other f,quantities in this equation are. defined as follows t
m
amrfcros velocity
K = (i . p"’) !
1. n0 «tr speed . lig h t*  Z^919^XQf'" c©/eee 
Lf  »k neutron m m  X tf%  3»0® .see 
ar « radium of efevtk* or*
tr ** eaXoulat&d ^ uatorlal fieoiroa tikm. m &  ie g im  by B^lf3 
Bcrtxtroaa/»M0v- see *
i t  ia  a lready assumed th a t the  s a la c ity  o f the  parent neutron
is the Bmm m  the mlaoliy of the decayed proton.. In V m  preceding
c&l<nal&tloas, the emanation ©f v* pc and  ^in S will ‘be dona by aoa-
oM erlng  only protons,
fee the region of eansiderstion of- this atudir, the - poaeaitaX
factor is apx>r©5iiK@.teiy e ^ ia i to 1* for eseaaspi©# the distaaee from
the ©enter o f the e a rth  to  the  lin e  I* *s \*Z$  is  -■■ X #  m> and the
eloirost speed of aetttrcsis considered is v ~i&£UP ea/aee^ i-&leh is
mttghXy IQ M&v* ftom# the fe to e  o f tlm. etgm m tXol las
eXK^ :l = «)= -  \oc>‘H \ O 9 )(\.0 I0‘ • 0
the result of the sis^lifieatieii leaves the source team as,
c  , 4 d  = -5L, (
d v  pctT v V" '
A modification of the neutron leakage, 0* is mde' mtm  information
obta ined  from  KcBon&Xd. m lo a  uaod by i s s n ' ' "•* o f  tp i i
- z
*f =.8E
where cp is not & function of time, A non “dimensional parameter ?> 
10 defined ns the relative inner belt source strength, tPhat is,
=  ^ U , E )  K W E ' "  _ K U O§ ( 0  =
'Plt.E} .8 E"2- .6
Figure 10 ®hmm §Ct) as a function of tine for the recent past^
Again, the non-symmetrical nature of the current solar eyele becomes 
apparent from this figure. As seen, frota this figure, the relative, 
charge from solar ina&imm to solar ©inimum is B5^ where solar tmximw 
is the smaller due to the exclusion of galactic particles, which produce 
the neutrons, by the-' increased activity of the au&% f-Ms out^ of^ plmB-e 
of the source end loss process helps contribute in a positive way to 
the net change of the proton population between solar mm.imm\ and solar 
minimum, ^hat is, at solar mitiiimm# the loss process, or basically 
the atmosphere, is small compared to solar meitouiii, $his means that
protons are not taken out as rapidly, On top oj? -this, the.source is
'- \
pumping in protons at its wgximm rate, ^heseitwo effects act together 
to give a net change of ©ore protons at solar ^ minimum* However, m  can
fee seen from this- figure and-figure 1, the. rvtcvphere has a much .larger 
-effect then the. variable source,
0 m  modification of cr results in changing, equation If) to
Cj- -8 §  (t) E ~z I
pcifr v tr 1 i8^
Tho .second modification is to change the position .variables to B, t*.
1 (15)space*. Ihis.is done by using a dipole earth approrslimatioa .
^  _ M  (4 - 3  cos1! )
It.
£*12 cos&71 (9)
and
r = l  c o s ^ x
where M  is the < arth*s. dipole moment (8 .3. x. I# 3 gauss. cm3), 
■Uhat. leaves equation (8) as
<  _ .6 $Ct) El ^
^  t U C osU
where the > dependence is replaced by B through equation (9 )* the 
cos'*4 x term is left in the equation due to inability of equation 
to be solved in closed form,
For the calculatioiiby it is assumed that tbe source, 'tern B 
produces protons from decaying neutrons such that all produced 
protons have velocity orientations perpendicular to the field* B 
at a given latitude,* Xo* © m t  is* all. protons produced art injected 
at the mirror latitude* i©. Ehis assumption is made .instead of adding 
the contributions of protons at other positions along, a field line 
which have the necessary mirror point conditions Cthat is* the proper 
pitch angle* o where o is the angle between S  and the velocity of the 
proton v) * Or* the injection coefficient used is 1 . lh£s assumption 
would probably not affect the general result of the study which is
relative ehssnge fros* eelar ssinfiaum to solar ms^ tim'm*
E^miiona (6) mad 1X0) represent the tom off the exponent© 
of elation {5} to be BmserieaXX^ ' integrated,, B®£mm' mzhetitutlsg 
8 and 3^ into &$m%i*M, f|) there 1© m m  niieh eta be dona
in order to mat 1#  the elation for aamericaX irtc^T^ton* S^psadirg 
ecpmtiOB ($)$ gitee
=  <2 _ > J v f t » ^ E  - W ^ J ^ - L  - S - ^ -  N b ^ ®  1
3t ° 3E L* * Yt f’XE '] M
rec^renging roauite in
=  i  -  y > > _ < . T ^  _  U  „ „
2 2 5E  ~  42
■erpaadij^  hjf the chain ralt
d_E = d b  cdX ~ t c  dJr 
J t  d x  3 t  d x
^sre* as before g « v/c ©id v »* proton veloeiigr len/oee) and 
c ■« speed of light * ^uhstituting into e^atioa 111) and esspsnding 
remits in
d _ S KI^ C
d t  ^ 2
4 ^  +  e>^- I j H
lAE dx ' AE ^x 1 b -  <X2lz
t*7\
Wmm Wredmn m d White * the v&Xuee of £* m d y are given in te rm  o f
E in two regions of the' energy spectra. She values are for 10 < B «e 80 
Kev.
B <» »G&Sk JT*** 
v #* *9*50 3S***®2
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for 80 £  K < TOO m y  
f , « f e  .0896
v «
lotim  that the curve fit to the two separate energy regions ^ 
#ees not eo©e together at ! & 80 tserr* I^Sa spfr«^»tice. is rnrnmmm: 
%  clothing the respiting spectre in this region* %  taking' the 
horiimfiwea of $ with respect to S* gives'
=  o 2 ?> I E ~'523 E r  l o ^  E  <C s o  M a v
d t
(110
d §  ^  .0308 E -for 8 0 ^  E  ^  700 M e v
cLt
Substituting equations £6)# ClO)* Cx^)? I l k ) into equation (12) m A  
performing the mult ipMeation? the particle conservation equation
heeoaaes
tiNf, _ A0 §  _  A, Nf, (dEB _ a Ki c ®2 1 (dE\
s  e r w x .  x *  vrx) AlN^L f EU ) -
A ^ E  2 N|=li
\therc, If the energy is 10 < B « 80 Kev
A0 = 2 . 0 9 4 X ICf15 B a =  2,5 09
A, = 3 .4 6 3 X lO8 B, =  -S 2.3
A,.= 7 2.55 X IO® B 2 = 4-77
&»& if the m®m& is 80 < B jc TOO Mev'
A 0 ’ 3 . 4 7 9  XIO-’* B„ = 1 .5 4 < 5
A, =• 4 t,n x i o8 B, - -bSG
- 1 . 3 4 3  X i o 9 B  = . 3 4 4
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Equation (15) is tine fora ©f the particle conservation equation
used for the study of the proton population as a function of time.
The equation is uiuEerieally integrated using a fixed step, first-
(21)order Bunge Katts technique * \  That is, the equation written
symbolically as
l i t  =  -Pt'N>>E >L >e.,t>) 
d_t
is solved by first choosing' h s* 1*25* a value B, and energy E, Then 
choosing an Integration interval &t and initial conditions t$, and 
^p0> the integration is as follows; calculate-
a N f = yb ( K, + ZK, + 3 K, + K 4)
where
i<, - -f- ( Nf,0 , -tO A t
x ^ =  N ^ 0+ K '/2. , t a + xt/x'}
l<3 = P  ( N k +- Ki/z , t0 +■ A t
l<4 = -f ( N w  + K 3 , t 0 +■ A-t') At
The first step answer becomes The above calculation.
continues using the time t% *c t.0 4- &t* Control of the error is handled
by appropriately adjusting the' integrating interval £t. As can be seen
from the integrating technique outlined, the function f C U S ,  L B0, t)
P
needs to be evaluated at different times- for a given B, 1, Bq , The 
quantities to be supplied are
©i-o energy loss ter® ~gr is c&leulated as a fmetimx of .E, -'b, x; '• time.
figure 11 shows the energy loss versus energy f&* isa easygea absorber
at Iff conditions* ,‘Jb© curve comes fa?©® habit pubJULshed by'Aron*
Betfftaaa, and Williams^). As « s  stated earlier in the construction
of the model ataaoepfcar©©, In order to relate the • energy loss of the
atmosphere with the,'ieaswd data, the E function (figure 8) is used*
Or, to look at it in another my, for a .given energy B the seal© au&'bey
is- found from figure IX. Kith this value, the <wwta of flipare 8 are
ed^usbsd by multiplying by the scale masher* la this.fashion, the 
cffiSenergy loss, tarn becomes a faction of B, I*, and time* Physically, 
this term represents- the energy given per path length .to the atmospheric 
atoms by the protons*
(OK/.b:)
Fro® figure 11 the slope- is eelcMlated to produce ggr
as a fraction of energy B* _ figure IS shove the results of the calculation,
^  (IB/dx)
She calculation of ^ gr as a function of B, B, &, and t is don© la
C1T5
the zmm fashion. as * fhat la, for a given energy B, the scale 
d (m/dx) **
number of «jg is found and the curves of figure B adjusted
appropriately* Xhis term represents the rate of energy loss of the 
trapped protons*
She values of V and # m m  given by figure© §# and 10 respectively*
As can be Been, t, the relative source strength is given only as a 
function of time, the reason feeing that both the position and energy 
dependence have been factored out of * in the development of Hie source 
term, ®he ^effective crooo-oection,n is a function of time and 
position, where the -energy dependence ban been retained in the rest 
of the nuclear interaction term.,,
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A difficulty arises when evaluating the txemtent- proton number 
demsiby. M  can "fee seen from equation (15) an initial value for H
is;necessary in order to integrate the equation* If one assumes
initially' that there are no .protons (l»e,, 11.., « 0.) at time to, then'■$ ^
\ an ^ assumption Is needed so to .-whether to inject, protons into the belt
! I
•at solar- we£imm.f at solar ■ minimum, or sometime in between. For the-
\
’study of the transient spectrum with H  ^«= 0, it is assumed that 
protons are injected at solar minimum, M s  Is done to Investigate the 
> most rapid build-up since at solar minimum, the injection of protons 
is the largest while the removal process■ is the smallest*
Following the writ done earlier, the steady-state
proton- population Is found by setting
^  = o
A t
that. Is, assuming the net rate of change of the- proton number density 
is small» Equation (15)' then become©
"Z. r-.Bc
I E
-  c m
&2 X1 
7L. ColU
where the coefficients are those .defined previously.*
As con be seen from the fonetioueX dependence of II e II fB, B0s L, t),
Jr r '
a time mist be chosen In order to evaluate the steadywrfcate spectrum
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for a given position. Two times are chosen, solar maximum and solar 
Blnlmmi, This is done In order to investigate the tmxixsm change 
in proton number density at the two source and loss extremes.
HSBIMB ARD CGJIGUJSOTiS 
The calculation of the proton population of the inner belt 
X* *s 1,25, as. a function of the solar cycle has indicated thatj
(a). Ills transient time of buildup of protons to steady- 
state conditions increases as B decreases. As the proton 
energy decreases the time necessary to build the radiation 
belt decreases*
(b), protons with energies > 300 Mev are not extremely 
effected by the. fluctuating atmosphere,
Co), ‘Protons with energies 85 E « 300 show a . relative 
change in population of less than an order .Of magnitudes 
while extremely low energies, 1 <r 25 Mtev, indicate a two 
order magnitude change in population,
Id), She transient .eteady-ai&te conditions indicate that 
for law energy protons (E < 25 May)., the transient proton 
flux is less than the steady-state flux at solar minimum 
and the.same at .solar waxSmrn* The amount of reduction 
is a function of B# whereas B decreases, fhe ■ reduction is 
increased.
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(e), Time histories of the proton population indicate that due 
to the "ability1* of low energy protom (M # 23 Mew) to follow 
the breathing atmosphere, while higher energy protons do not, 
there is a change in the nature of the energy spectrum of the 
population where, the spectrum becomes peaked ■near energy loo Hev, 
This change occurs for a relatively abrupt atmosphere'change, 
such as the change from solar minimum to solar maximum used, in 
this study; Figure 2*
(t). At solar minimum, protons at low B live longer by a factor 
of 10s than at solar maximum. Ae B increases, the factor is 
reduced to less than 10.
These conclusions are based ©n the results found from evaluating 
equations C15) and Cl6). The evaluation was done on -an !B5 7090 digital 
computer. The results from these equations'are presented on Figure 13 
•to 16.
Figures 13 and are plots of proton flux versus proton energy 
for E « I..25 -and B*s equal to .199 and *209 gauss respectively. The 
dotted, line of each of these graphs represents the solution of equation 
(16) for solar minimum and solar maximum with
That is, the steady-state solution. The solid lines represent the
steady-state flux, found from equation fl5) starting with H ** 0 
and as solar minimum. The steady-state proton flux is found by 
letting the source and loss mechanisms operate until the belt is 
saturated. The saturation-test Is-that two corresponding cycles
become numerically identical, To digress cm this, Figure 13 indicates 
the time required in. terns of ■solar cycles (11 years) to build the 
steady-state conditions. As can be seen, at high energies and small B, 
the buildup-takes hundreds of years; Conclusion (a). It.is interesting 
to not© the different buildup times as a function, of 3, which is ■ incre­
mented in 0.1 gauss. For energy > 300 Mev the change in time for am Inc re *■
xn&ht of ,1 gauss, for B > .2 is almost twice that for the same increment 
at B < .18* Below B - .219 the buildup is difficult to detect -due to 
the .extremely low flux and the almost, non-existent variation in. the 
atmosphere,
The proton flux- at the two extremes under the above steady-state 
conditions ere .plotted in Figures 1.3 and Xk« These spectrums show
conclusions (b), (c), and id), Motice the small variation of the solid
curve between solar maximum and solar minimum for the two curves at 
energies > $00 Mev. lh this area of the spectrum, the same result could 
have been obtained by including one more step in the averaging calcula­
tion, that, is, by averaging Figure Z* The corresponcliiig averaged solar 
cycle .atmosphere. could he utilised in the steady-state -solution, equation 
' (16), to find the proton population. As seen - from Figure 15* this would 
eliminate a great deal of numerical calculations.
From Figures 13 end Ik at E «r 500 Mev, the dynamical behavior 
of the .atmosphere becomes more predominant.*;. The lower solid line 
(solar maximum) approaches, the steady-state solution more rapidly than 
the upper solid line (solar minimum) *.'■ As B increases, the effect happens
at higher energies„ It la believed that this phenomena is u direst 
result of the xmsymaatrieol cycle variation of the atmosphere, 
fe«iaia0 Figure .g, it la seen that from solar w M m m  to solar 
ssodtat, the change is. htei|*% the tisee tahing apprcosimtely twice 
m  long, fhia meyeu fluctuation causes the lot? energy protons 
to ^follow1* or he In phase tilth the changing atmosphere for 'the lower
solid curve (solar maxtasm) .and not fIfa!Xovt5 the: ^uetmting atmosphere/
' at selaf ■minimum j Oaaeluoian. (d) * As might he expected* the calculationJ
of the lower energy protons could have been done by using the steady** 
state equation with the atmospheric model oorr©spending to the time in 
solar cycle, ©bservXng figure 13 indicates that the results womld
/•’
be- more in agreement at solar than at solar mi niirmtm ©je range
of energy where the 'simplification in calcination is applicable would 
depend 'on the shape of the cycle,
5£he relative change .in .magnitude of flux at solar cycle' extremes 
in th© lower energy part of the spectrums is indicated on figures 13 end 
1^1 Conclusion fa), As is seen fro®, these figures the change of proton 
flux from solar minimum to solar maximum, is nearly two orders of 
iiCgnitusde mms B — 10 Kav* and deceases as energy increases.
Figure 16 shows the time history of proton M m  for two cycles* 
the first and the tenth* at different energies. Ids graph indicates 
Conclusion Co), fhat is* low energy protons due to their #fabilitytf 
to follow bb© clmx^m of the alws^here show m M m h  variations ttmrsgh** 
out the solar cycle, &&gh energy protons* on the otbohrhimd* are not 
©xbrsmaly affected by the fluctuating atmosphere * Sfcis effect causes
s ehsmge %n the spectra pmixmn- o f  high bo.mm pm -
dosd^aat* f im sfcepo o f the cycle w ilt  tnflm m oo  a t  what m&x&y the  
s h iftin g  occurs-^ 'th a t is *  i f  th e  cycle ra r ia tio a  useA wae %®m
abrupt^ i t  is  e x a c te d  th a t the 25 Msar a w e  would hot -cross the 100 
Mrr ew vs, trnt perhaps sew lower eiseirgy*. fei^lu&ioB. ■ (»}■ is  eggin'
©eea in thi© figure* itotiee how rapidly the 05 IS@v prefccme uuiM up 
.pa the first cyc&e -m with the testa e$el% while the 50©
Urtf pm tom  mm ©lowly hulM ihn up to  the toath- am i©*
» « a - ' 1’ « < . « « . , « .  «=» * * « » » « * * » « .
ceieuXated*. is* the enrage lifetime t Ip eaieulabed fmm
fefortoatiou  ohta.filed by ecpatieh by the ^XeoMug im cfet*1 e<pmti©%
which isj
4- - c o n t e n t s  ___
injDuir S
fig u re s  1? and l i  are p lot©  o f  p rotea lifd tis j© ©  ^tarsus em rgy  fo r  
iaereiaeotb o f B *  ,1  gaupa a t  I# «* X*2f  fo r  the two source and loa© 
erhrassea* Cenciuoieh (£ ) 1® based on these g rap is* I t  is  iirteereabiug; 
to'sett- the epaoisg betoeen the exxrvoB* For solas* s©djeiyi% iacs^seuip
of B of ,1 gmmn iadioate on aXssest eoustaisb mwm$ of ad^ u&iiiaob to
/■
the prbtoa life tiw a *. H h ile  the mm -^ Xmmmmfc fo r  ao ia r nialm as shows 
as, ardor o f mmnXtndm M ffo rm o e  la. Xifebis© for- B > *2 vmm compared 
to B -ef *X8, Ids sort of effect was-seoa m  the diocusaiou -of Figure 
15,, fets 'iBight be e^XatoMl by two effects* First* for a give©, Xiao*
the celiapeing ■ataaoophore allows the protess to Xiw Xosager* oliaoe the
{
otsi0O|3hO3*le loss is  ustifLXer* is  a s h iftin g  -Of the ©rdioste frntmoon
the solar maximum and solar minimum curves* Ihe second effect is 
that when the atmosphere collapses due to a lesser amount of exospheric 
heating, the wedgew of the sensible atmosphere is shifted to lower 
altitudes. This shining of the wedgeM would account for the spread 
of the curves at solar minimum since some values of B lie above the 
sensible atmosphere
Ho summarise* indications are that the time fluctuations of 
the atmosphere play an important role in the proton population of the 
inner belt* Calculations indicate that there is a substantial change 
in the inner belt population due to solar cycle atmospheric effects. 
Also* along with the relative change of protons in the cycle, there 
is a change la the nature of the proton energy spectra, It is expected 
that this change is dependent on the shape of the cycle and the time 
within the cycle, Hie steady increase of count rate seen in the data
{o’)
collected by Pizzella for L < 1*5 could have been the effect of 
the current cycle which is approaching solar minimum* Bata extending 
over a much longer period of time than available today is needed in or&ei 
to substantiate a great deal of the conclusions. Hie reason being that 
the atmosphere is constructed such that it averages out short-time effed 
It is believed by the author that such a collection of data would be 
fruitful insofar as that it would bring out a great deal of interesting 
phenomena about trapped particles and solidify the state *-of- the-art 
source and loss mechanisms of inner belt protons.
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Appendix A
This appendix will discuss the method used in the fourth step 
in the development of the average atmospheric models. As was discussed, 
there- is a. need to adjust the tables due to 'the motion of trapped 
particles spiraling about a field line going from, northern mirror 
point to southern mirror point encountering different densities.
This motion is shown pietoriaXly by Figure A-3X The method will 
assume a dipole earth. The procedure will be to find the average 
density encountered by the particles * north-south spirallng motion, 
referred to as the "bounce ** motion, in terns of latitude for a given 
field line, L*
(6)Following Bay %  the bounce average Of the number density is 
defined as;
end field line, 1 is the average number of atoms /cm3 that a particle 
"sees" while spiraling about a field lino from the northern to southern 
mirror points (Figure All)* Since the earth is assumed to be a dipole, 
the magnetic field is symmetrical about the magnetic equator, Due to
(x)
That is, the bounce average, for a given mirror point, \$
kk
uymmtetyt the integral need only- be evaluated over l/U of a eds- 
■ piste oscillation* fhe procedure adopted for the calculation of
equation (l) is to project the element of arc do -onto the field 
line* 1 , ®his is dona for convenience since the otsios'phere-.ds
given in terns of field lines-*
She element of- are ckB -« v dt where v is the particles'1 total 
’Velocity along the helical path, $he component parallel to the 
field line Is Vjj -as ¥ cos- y -where o' is the “pitch1’ angle> or the 
angle between the field rector S and the rector v
a s  —  V|, dt _ d i
cos cc COS
Substituting into- equation (I),
_ ^ ?(B,i-) d ^ / cos>oC
? - “ ' " (2) 
5 d i / c o s o c
So find &«? in terms -of latitude, consider an element of arc--in 
polar coordinates (r, x)*
7.
da.1 ■ U/L f5)
using the differential of the equation of a field line for a dipole
'approximation J- which is; r « 1 cos^ * gives.
dr* = Z.L cos X  c i n X  d X
s u b s titu tin g  in to  equation (5)  and rearran g in g  g ives  th e  re la tio n s h ip
j JJ = _L cos X  \ j 4 - 3 co<AX d /I
substituting this relationship into equation (£) give© for a given 1
line
r    cl A
\  0 c o s A \ j 4 - 3 c o s  X  cos oc
f  - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - “- - - - - - -  a>
\ cos7L \j 4 - 5 c o ? i  C^os <x
Froa the conservation .of magnetic the relationship between
B and <x is
B  _ s i n ’oc
EL si n 2 ol,
Xmr® subscript e refers to- equator, Manipulation of above equation 
slves
cos * - \ j  | - B  slriVe
substituting, this into equation Ch) gives
(>(B) Co s X  \) 4- - "5 Cosz 7u ' clX
? -
_  B/_ sm^tX
B e'<2
C 5)
cos A \/4 - 3 cos1 !  d l
\j I - s>in2<*e
e
1*6
Hotice, h 1ms been. dropped since the value of p will -toe done ior a 
given X»* Using the dipole approxiiaetion for B in terms of * which
B  = —  ( l -t- 3 si rf X 
r*
where M is the earth*s dipole momtit (81 x tCftfS gauss ^cir3)
Subs t1 futing
— = 1 CosL'X <3nc! S'nU = I - cosxX
g
gives
g ^ M  (4 - 3 cos*X') Z
IQ3 J_,s cos6 X
16)
where r is the equatorial radius of the earth C6.378*2scX05 cm).
Assuming the starting point, a mirror point, there exist 
from the conservation- -of the magnetic moment the relationship
s i n h e =
B 0
Substituting the equation for. B in terms of i. -gives
B
B  ~ \|
4 - 3  cos^ X  (  c o  s A-h  
4- - 3 cos^ Xo \ CoS X- )
where subscript 0 refers to mirror point. Using the above relation* 
ships it turns out that
\l
B.
B,
s ' a* cx(
cos
v
A- (4 -“5 cos2-A-o') cos"Xo (4- - 3cos* 1^)
l/r
c o s 3 A ( 4 - 3 Cc s 1X 0N),/4
Substituting the above into equation (5) . and replacing B in p by 1 
by equation 16) gives
C s I X ) c o s t  d X _ _ _ _ _ ^
? -
t o s 4 X  -J 4  - 3 cos.'2-A- d X
Costl ( 4 - 3 c o s aX„V'7'- c o s 6K 4 - 3 cosM')/’
■letting
a  = xj 4  -3 cos^ A 0 
b ~ c o ^ A o
and defining the "weighing” factor
4 - 3  co-sAX
—I 1/2-
A(X) - cos
a c o s ^ X  - bx|4-3 cos^x .,
- ,-Uthen, the "bounceu average 9 weighed over l&t&cu#e, for a grven fieM
line is: V
i V
m
?  =
a x
o (7)
The "weighing " factor, A (%)s appears in 'fee averaging equations due
to the fact that particles spiral about the field line in .such a fashion 
as to stay longer at seme latitudes# namely# m m  mirror latitudes#
>0* Figure A*XX is a plot of A ti) versus | for different mirror 
latitudes# As- can be seen from, this figure# A Cl.) Is very largo 
near I© becoming indetermlnant at %$.» notice the unusual dipping of the 
curves which occurs at \ > 35° for large mirror latitudes 6 3?hia 
phenomena occurs principally because the line of force, becomes 
relatively steep at large latitudes* For an equal $. %$ it turns 
out that the particle will spend. M m  time at mmm large angles than 
at the equator* To elaborate.# assume the mirror latitude is very 
high such that the pitch angle at the equator r ».. 0* By comparing 
equations ($} and £l)# one finds that
Sto find the point of inflection of A (%) the derivative with respect 
to % is set equal to meres
—  - M X )  ^  c o s  % >J 4 - 3 cos^X 
d X
= O =. 3 Cos^ X - ( 4- -"5 CosXO
solving for \9 find that
X ~  3 5 °
h9
Choching with figure iV-XX# one sees that in this area the curve 
‘begins to dip, To find the time spent per path length, consider
V  - <Xr> — d s  d X 
n ^ ^  d t d X  cL tOr that#
dt _ A  ( X s)
d X  V„
Substituting the relationship of the total velocity into this 
equation gives
d “t _ A(X^)
d X  "V- COS oL
At the. equator assuming the pitch angle cCe^ o # the time spent 
per path' length Is approximately
\ d X j e ^
o
Whereas at \^_ > 3 5 where the pitch angle is still very near aero,
the time spent per path length is greater than l/v since A(%>55°)
is less than one.
The evaluations of'the integrals are done numerically on an IBM
£ 21)' 7090 digital computer using. Simpson *s technique ■ . At mirror 
latitudes# >Q, the expression A(\<j) M  undefined. In order to over­
come this difficulty# equation t?) is numerically integrated from 0 
to \q^E where £ is made arbitrarily small such that the value of the 
integrals do not change appreciably.
A brief M m m m im  m  the motion of trapped particles in a 
aagaetic field is presented in the appendix. Hash of the material 
contained in this section com## from Singer eni Laneheck^^ 
m d B p tb m & ^ K  Xhi# eehjeet is reviewed so as to gisre completefisss 
■to the averaging process discussed in the and calculation
section*
Consider- m charged particle of asm & and charge f in a mgratic 
the eqp&tlone of notian for the'particle can be witteo
as
f t , p  -- B )
(I)
ufeex* f> is the particle*# mmmtrnk (m ) and F &a the inrents fores 
asserted on the charge fc®r the field* fbr siitpiiclty purposes, 
relatiristic mechanics will m t be considered* sins# the offsets to 
b# fainted m t are not relativist!#* fb# & m l&  product of y with 
ecpatios (1) shows that the kinetic eaergr of the isrbiei# im conserved*
Bo^ satiohs Is) m m  Ca). mpm&mb.- the oguattat* of & particle
in a ^ eaer&l gMSgpuvt&o £&&&&. 35e solve the® eae wmt specify the
£3 o'* 4 B* Who syatiel ctei^ adeiat fields. to taring
oat p&ftictilay peiafes of the particle #s isot-io©. tyfciitei€ in the 
dereloj^snt of the average »te^%here> First will be & cmsiaat 
m&zpmtlo fields- tir-i ie# B .m omMtmk* Soeoa^ty* a ^o *.y ejpat&aX 
varyiitg fieM*
Bet the eoasttet field B lm^ B- siid be Sn the dlr©e*
u-u <- of the $ -ws&&» 3te& ie
By emluatiKi the oa^e-pretast of the right issmd side of the equ&~
t leas' of laatio**, the eoispoaoats of the e%ietiOhB' of rxnXes ce» be urxtvCA
&%
$t is eeeii that the eompoaerit of mlo^xtf parallel to the 
iBsgBetlc field is a oomtmtfe of the s&ttofu By dlffe^eatietiag 
‘with respect to ttee the -fi^ st -compoisent of the acceleration e 
tloo sxid safes iltutiag late t ** aeeoni. gives
B  = B  £,
Coaoider velocity' eospoaeats- ||- ga& 1 to the 8 .field such that-the
rerruXtaht velocity' la of the fern
V  r V, €, + +-V u £j
A m luttm . to the e<$3attoa is
v, =r c e
vkmptt 0 ia a. eOsastmat of iittegratioja to- bo ass& -where
is «tefine4 as B/cp-* tlie a©l3hi€»& .of &&&
Bubotitutiag i t  taelc iato the f ir s t  ocpati0© 0iw s tine te lec ity  com-
— L Vs/ Pjt.
V 2 ^ ~ L e e
Gomi^mrin^ the &mX jsart of the ©olmtieas &kmm tfes wlocity 
oospmeiit -L to B to m
V, = C c o s  Wgt.
N/^, - - C  vJBt
$© eimiuats the eaet b n cP reatifsea that the oentfi^otal
aaeeiemtio& equals ;the Bomrts feres* $ftat ia*
NM J r > = V x ^ a  O)
i m
t&ere a ;4p' the r&S&m of the circle* 3&e valee of the velocity 
J-to the./field ie
From the solution of the equations of motiona
Thus, the constant of integration is
c - w ^ a
The complete solution of the equations of motion for the velocity 
is
V  z v ^ a  { cos W 0t 6, —  Q w Bt 4 V u 6 3
where;
vjj is a constant velocity in the direction of B, that is,
! along'the z~axis
a is the radius of gyration about the 2-axis
wB iS called the gyration frequency
The circular motion with velocity v in the xy plane combined with 
the translation along the 2-axis restate in a helix* The gyro- 
period about the 2-axis is
4 _ 2-rra
"v:
Using equations (3), this can be written as
t -L q  
From equation (3) it is seen that the pitch angle, c 
{defined as the angle between v and B) is constant throughout the 
trajectory for a constant B field, The 'magnitude of c is
5k
1 <t Ba
h i v
Mother • iiajiortJsat. perimeter used in tsegnetost&tie potion, in the mag­
netic mamm&z p* It is defined as the current tiieeo the area enclosed, 
that in,
M = I ( Areci")
For a j^rtiele of charge q, irateling in e circle of rudim .a t*ith 
velocity ,
1 =  Cj x ( n u m b e f  cf qmr«3~t 'ons/SBC^ ==■ C v^ e>
L ZTT
Substituting into the definition and using elation (3).# - it turns 
out that
U = 2 m v f
- g -  (4)
for a constant field, ^ is also a. eons-taut of the- motion*
A spatial variation in the magnetic field causes the particle 
to- drift, 2Eh@ drift of a particle duo to the iahomog.eui.ety of the 
field is usually brolsen dotm into tw© cases, Firsts the drift due to 
the field change liS) sc the particle - spirals about a field line, 
end secondlyi the drift due to the -curvature of the field* ©ae 
dewlojpmeat of the- gradient drift is usually done by an approximation.
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That is, by expending B la a .Baylor series about the center of gyration 
and keepir*g only the first two. terms* The criteria of the expansion 
is that
or that the field doesir't -change very such compared to the radius of 
gyration, a. The motion is again broken into two .components, j and 
to B. Since the direction, of B is unchanged, the motion H to. B, still 
a uniform translation, will 'be unchanged* The necessary modification 
to the trajectory comes from v . That is, a transverse precession 
velocity is calculated^ ^  ^ as
as can be seen, the drift velocity if perpendicular to both, B and
7jB,
Before considering the eurvature drift velocity, there is an
(2s )
important point to be made at this time* From Spltzer , it 
turns out that v is a -constant of the motion it B doesn't' change 
appreciably for a change in distance ecpal to a.* That is
Tliis leads to the mirroring motion of particles. That is, ^ can 
be written in terms of total energy and pitch angle as
& _rtr 
2 13*
(6)
consl'ant
------------   =  c o t i ^ a n t
B
This t& tote for all points* A relation mm. tern established 
for m  arbitral point* That is*
of the velocity la f( # and Vjj falls to aero* At tbie point, the 
particle "reflects” .and mows In the opposite direction* This motion
is the basis of the fourth averaging .prooess ohere the reflection 
point' commonly m t m m &  to m  the mirror point is mm€ m  a parameter 
of the study*
tsh%The drift due to the field curvature is treated in Jackson " 
and. Singer and Leaehek^^* The simplest approach^^ is to consider 
I&rentz fstore© equation*
%  aaeua§i»g the fore# is mch *»*&ler than f# %h#% to first order* 
the resulting velocity due- to the perturbative force is
S> eC
B.
-F X P>
5?
or* a force/unit chaise f on a charged particle will produce a
velocity Vf which la at right angles to f and B* If the force
is due- to the curvature of the path* that la* the centripetal force 
<2
fgjfii * the curvature drift velocity becomes from equation {7)
Rc
V t = ^  18)
If 7 i B = 0, then Rc - - (tyiS J , or equation {8) becomes
 ^ B >
Vc - m  <  B  X (9)
Combining C6) and (9) and using equation (5)* the total drift 
velocity becomes
v  = ( t m v ' + m v ^  ^ fio)
^ B 3
Equation £l0) represents the total drift velocity due to the 
gradient and the curvature of the magnetic field- Ihe drift is east 
to west for protons* or positive charged particles- ^he drift potion 
lo'the reason for the longitudinal averaging process in the conatructioi 
of the utiBoaphere.
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Figure A-I. Schematic of a trapped particle's north-south motion.
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TABLE 1
V
h(km\
250 200 150 100 70
120 2.500E07 2. 500E07 2.500E07 Z500E07 2. 500E07
200 4.413E06 4. 872E06 5.484E06 6.319E06 6.982E06
300 2.642E06 2. 843E06 3.050E06 3. 205E06 3. 212E06
400 1.945E06 2.007 E06 2.012E06 1.885E06 1.689E06
500 1.499E06 1.477E06 1.390E06 1.154E06 9.272E05
600 1.176E06 1.107E06 9.646E05 7.236 E05 5. 231E05
700 9.327E05 8.387E05 6. 842E05 4.607E05 3.021E05
800 7.461E05 6.422E05 4.916E05 3.004E05 1.783E05
900 6.016E05 4. 964E05 3.574E05 1.984E05 1.074E05
1000 4.886E05 3. 871E05 2.628E05 1.331E05 6. 593E04
1100 3. 995E05 3.044E05 1.953E05 9.050E04 4.119E04
1200 3. 287 E05 2.411E05 1.466E05 6. 238E04 2.616E04
1300 2.721E05 1.925E05 1.110E05 4.353E04 1.687E04
1400 2.265E05 1. 547E05 8.482E04 3.074E04 1.104E04
1500 1.895E05 1. 251E05 6. 537 E04 2.195E04 7.328E03
1600 1.595E05 1.019E05 5.078E04 1. 584E04 4.925E03
1700 1.348E05 8.346E04 3.974E04 1.155E04 3.351E03
1800 1.145E05 6. 875E04 3.133E04 8.497E03 2.306E03
1900 9.774E04 5.696E04 2.487E04 6.308E03 1.605E03
2000 8.378E04 4.743E04 1.988E04 4.724E03 1.128E04
Diurnal averaged number densities of He as a function of altitude
for five solar flux numbers.
TABLE 2
\s
h(knu\
250 200 150 100 70
120 7.600E10 7.600E10 7.600E10 7.600E10 7.600E10
200 3.600E09 3.457 E09 3. 209E09 2.795E09 2.416E09
300 8.870E08 7.134E08 5.124E08 2.809E08 1. 564E08
400 3.054E08 2.054E08 1.112E08 4.025E07 1.471E07
500 1.168E08 6.616E07 2.788E07 6.771E06 1.675E06
600 4.749E07 2. 287 E07 7.708E06 1. 273 E06 2.183E05
700 2.024E07 8.364E06 2.232E06 2.611E05 3.153E04
800 8.983E06 3. 207 E06 6.918E05 5.747 E04 4.946E03
900 4.130E06 1. 282E06 2. 252E05 1.342E04 8.320E02
1000 1.960E06 5.312E05 7.645E04 3.301E03 1.488E02
1100 9. 567 E05 2. 275E05 2.696E04 & 502E02 2. 810E01
1200 4.791E05 1.003E05 9.834E03 2.284E02 JL381E00
1300 2.456E05 4. 538E04 3.701E03 6.379E01 1.162E00
1400 1.287 E05 2.106E04 1.434E03 1.848E01 2. 527E-1
1500 6.878E04 9.997E03 5.706E02 5.541E00 5.729E-2
1600 3.746E04 4.849E03 2.330E02 1.717E00 1.352E-2
1700 2.077 E04 2.399E03 9.744E01 5.486E-1 3.312E-3
1800 1.170E04 1. 210E03 4.170E01 1.806E-1 8.412E-4
1900 6.700E03 6. 216 E02 1.824E01 6.079E-2 2. 212E-4
2000 3..893E03 3. 247 E02 8.149E00 2.128E-2 6.010E-5
Diurnal averaged number densities of 0  as a function of altitude
for five solar flux numbers.
TABLE 3
\ s
h(km/>\ 250 200 150 100 70
120 1.200E11 1. 200Ell 1. 200E11 1. 200E11 1. 200Ell
200 9.900E08 7.910E08 5.699E08 3.438E08 2.151E08
300 7.683 E07 4. 269E07 1.791E07 4. 503 E06 1.188E06
400 1.020E07 4.C69E06 1.048E06 1.191E05 1.427 E04
500 1. 217E06 4.886E05 7.983E04 4.808E03 2.444E02
600 3.142E05 6.758E04 7.106E03 1.857E02 5.155EG0
700 6.428E04 1.033 E03 7.062E02 9.135E00 1. 265E-1
800 1.364E04 1.714E03 7.688E01 5.002E-1 3. 528E-3
900 3. 242E03 3.031E02 8. 962E00 3.010E-2 1.102E-4
1000 7.981E02 5.682E01 1.122E00 1. 975E-3 3. 821E-6
1100 2.056 E02 1.122E01 1.493E-1 1.403E-4 1.459E-7
1200 5. 526E01 2.322E00 2.106E-2 1.074E-5 5. 274E-9
1300 1.544E01 5.028E-1 3.139E-3 a 835E-7 2.788E-10
1400 4.474E00 1.136E-1 4.927 E-4 7.772E-8 1.382E-11
1500 1.342E00 2.778E-2 8.124E-5 7. 292E-9 7.412E-13
1600 4.157E-1 6. 520E-3 1.405E-5 7. 277E-10 4. 288E-14
1700 1.328E-1 1.653E-3 2.541E-6 7.702E-11 2.667E-15
1800 4.370E-2 4.342E-4 4.800E-7 8.627E-12 1.777E-16
1900 1.478E-2 1.177E-4 9.452E-8 1. 200E-12 1.267E-17
2000 5.142E-3 2. 906E-5 1.937 E-8 1.270E-13 9.626E-19
Diurnal averaged number densities of 0» as a function of altitude
for five solar flux numbers.
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TABLE 4
S
h(kmJ\
250 200 150 100 70
120 5.800E11 5.800Ell 5.800E11 5.800Ell 5.800E11
200 < 7.393E09 6.180E09 4.743E09 3.136E09 2.124E09
300 7.630E08 4.639E08 2.210E08 6.739E07 2.113E07
400 1. 278E08 5.777E07 2.151E07 2.682E06 4.225E05
500 2. 562E07 8.798E06 1.810E06 1.407E05 1.156E04
600 5.730E06 1.521E06 3. 239E05 8. 800E03 3.844E02
700 1.403E06 2.884E05 2.763 E04 6.190E02 1.471E01
800 3.664E05 5.883E04 3. 899E03 4. 802E01 6.320E-1
900 1.012E05 1.276E04 5.894E02 4.057E00 3.006E-2
1000 2.932E04 2.918E03 9.470E01 3. 702E-1 1.570E-3
1100 8. 862E03 6.994E02 1.609E01 3.627E-2 8.936E-5
1200 2.783E03 1.725E02 2. 878E00 3.798E-3 1.016E-5
1300 9.053E02 4.558E01 5. 404E-1 4. 237 E-4 3.674E-7
1400 3.041E02 1.233E01 1.063E-1 5.017 E-5 2.633E-8
1500 1.075E02 3.456E00 2.183E-2 6. 287 E-6 2.023E-9
1600 3. 768E01 1.OO2E0O 4.677E-3 &321E-7 1.661E-10
1700 1.380E01 3.001E-l 1.042E-3 1.160E-7 1.454E-11
1800 5. 211E00 9.268E-2 2.313E-4 1.699E-8 1.353E-12
1900 2.005E00 2.949E-2 5.746E-5 2.612E-9 1.334E-13
2000 7.927E-1 9.654E-3 1.431E-5 4.619E-10 1.393E-14
Diurnal averaged number densities of l\L as a function of altitude
for five solar flux numbers.
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TABLE 5
\ s
h(kmJ>\
250 200 150 100 70
120 4.356 E04 4.356E04 4.356E04 4.356E04 4.356E04
200 1.071E04 1. 224E04 1.447E04 1.790E04 2.104E04
300 8.035E03 9.323 E03 L114E04 1.380E04 1.611E04
400 7.205E03 8.328E03 9.837E03 1.189E04 1.352E04
500 6.690E03 7.660E03 8.898E03 1.046E04 1.157E04
600 6. 272E03 7.102E03 8.107E03 9. 263E03 9.974E03
700 5.904E03 6.609E03 7.415E03 8. 214E03 8.638E03
800 5. 573E03 6.168E03 6.803E03 7.360E03 7. 518E03
900 5. 272E03 5.769E03 6. 260E03 6.597E03 6. 571E03
1000 4.996E03 5.408E03 5.774E03 5.933 E03 5.768E03
1100 4.742E03 5.079E03 5.339E03 5.352E03 5.083E03
1200 4.502E03 4. 778E03 4. 947 E03 4.843 E03 4.495E03
1300 4. 291E03 4. 503E03 4. 594E03 4.395E03 3.989E03
1400 4.090E03 4. 250E03 4. 275E03 3.998E03 3. 552E03
1500 3.903E03 4.018E03 3.986E03 3.647E03 3.173E03
1600 3.730E03 3. 804E03 3.723E03 3.335E03 2.843E03
1700 3.568E03 3.606E03 3.484E03 3.057E03 2. 555E03
1800 3.417E03 3.424E03 3. 266E03 2. 809E03 2.303KQ3
1900 3. 276E03 3. 255E03 3.066E03 2. 587 E03 2.081E03
2000 3.144E03 3.098E03 2.884E03 2.387E03 1.886E03
Diurnal averaged number densities of H as a function of altitude
for five solar flux numbers.
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